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For over 30 years, Johnson Window Films has been a

trusted name in the window film business. We manufacture a

comprehensive line of high quality automotive, commercial,

residential and security films.

Because we work so closely with our independent dealers,

we’ve been able to garner unique insights that have led to

better design of window film products to address heat load,

glare, fading and security concerns. This enables Johnson

Window Films to constantly provide the highest level of film

quality to dealers.

JWF films are scratch resistant, easy to care for, and will

provide years of satisfaction. There is an outstanding warranty

program backing up all Johnson Window Films. The warranty

also includes tips on how to clean and care for your glass after

film is applied.

Finally, Johnson Window Films are available only through

professional independent installers. These specialists will be

happy to consult with you and recommend the right film to

fit your needs.

S A F E T Y  A N D

S E C U R I T Y  F I L M S
F R O M



Fortunately, there is a preventative solution that can greatly reduce
the risk of human injury and property damage—Johnson Window
Films’ Safe Plus® Safety & Security Films. The installation of Safe Plus
film offers protection to people and property. The durable polymer film
construction and tough adhesive bonds to glass, creating a functional
“safety net” that holds glass in place at impact.

Natural Hazard Protection

During hurricanes and tornadoes, safety research indicates that 
security film can save lives and reduce property damage by
preventing flying objects from penetrating windows. Additionally,
earthquake studies confirm that home or office structures that 
include security film can substantially reduce the hazard 
of flying and shattered glass, a major source of injury.

Accidental Damage Protection

A variety of glass window accidents occur in the home 
every year; a stray baseball hits an unintended target,
a lawnmower propels a rock, a toddler falls against a 
bay window. The installation of the proper safety film 
can keep these minor accidents from becoming a
medical emergency.

In the industrial community, explosions have broken windows
and propelled glass shards up to 8 miles away from the blast!
Safe Plus films can help protect nearby people, homes and
buildings in the event of such catastrophes.

hile glass windows in 

today’s homes, offices

and buildings provide a necessary

function and aesthetic appeal, they

can become extremely dangerous,

even deadly, when shattered or

broken panes transform into flying

“shards” of glass. Natural hazards,

accidents and crime all pose 

potential risks to most glass

systems existing today.
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Johnson Window Films’ Safe Plus film helps protect

one of the most revered landmarks in the world.

Human Threat Protection

Unfortunately, crime and vandalism are a part of our everyday life.
Personal safety and property are exposed to the expanding levels
of risk associated with “smash and grab” robberies and other more
dangerous illegal acts. Safe Plus films provide a much-needed 
deterrent to vandals and thieves. Even after being smashed,
security film will help hold glass panes in place and prevent 
easy entry.

Most people are unaware of the high number of injuries and fatalities
caused by flying glass. That’s why safety and security films are used
by many governments, businesses and homeowners around the world
for protection.

Johnson Window Films offers a variety of clear
Safe Plus thickness films to choose from, as
well as shaded solar control options to cut
down glare and reduce solar heat. All Safe Plus

films block 98% or more of harmful UV rays
that cause interior fading and pose a

health risk.

Please consult your professional
Johnson Window Films installer for

expert advice and assistance with your
safety needs and window film choice.
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